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 Power Supply

(The power is not turned ON and turned OFF.)

　A greater part of power supply related trouble, such as "No power is turned ON." and
"The power is turned OFF.", is　attributable to the input side.  After taking safety
measures such that the unauthorized person is kept away from the machine, for
example, contact our repressentative.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　【Technical Information 01 Fuse】 　

（Knife Circuit Interruption due to power-OFF on page 6）
　Where there occurred power supply trouble during a series of　operation cycle and
the machine stopped midway, eliminate　the product inside the machine by backgauge
advance　operation, then carry out operation after restoration.

 Main Motor

The main motor cannot be started up.

　Where the motor does not start up even when the main motor startup key switch is

operated, and "Err 01" is displayed on the operation panel, it is considered that the

thermal relay for the main motor inside the electric box 2 was actuated.

Turn the machine power switch "OFF" and take safety measures such that the

unauthorized person is kept away from the machine, then contact our representative.

If "Err" is not displayed on the operation panel, the fuse　may possibly be faulty.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　【Technical Information 01 Fuse】

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　【Technical Information 02 Thermal Relay】

　When the clutch key operation is performed just before the　main motor
fails to start up, ensure that the clutch key is turned counterclockwise.

  T.D.C Lamp Lights Up

　If this lamp lights up, it is indicated that the maintenance of clutch related to the
intermediate plate stopper function that is the safety mechanism for the knife drive unit
has become necessary.
　Turn the machine power switch OFF, and after taking safety　measures such that the
unauthorized person is kept away from the machine, contact our service section or our
representative.
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Display in Computer Unit

1　The backgauge present position is not displayed.
　Where the present position is not displayed even when the START key is
depressed with power ON, display the backgauge manually. (Manual Backgauge
Display on page 13)
　At this time, if the backgauge drive motor does not work,　investigate the
backgauge drive. (See "The backgauge doesnot operate." on page 9)

2　"Err" is displayed.
　　　Subsequent to "Err", 2-digit numerals are displayed.

This value indicates the error details.
　　　　Err　 No display　Backgauge drive circuit error

　　　　　　　　　　　　（"The backgauge does not operate." on page 9）

　　　　Err　　　　　01　Main motor thermal relay actuated

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　    【Technical　Information 02 Thermal】

　　　　Err　　　　　03　Blower motor thermal relay actuated

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　  【Technical　Information 02 Thermal】

　　　　Err　　　　　04　Knife lifter motor thermal relay actuated

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（Knife　lifter option attaching machine）

　　　　Err　　　　　05　Loose knife supporting bolt, not mounted yet

　　　　　　　　　　　　（Excluding the knife lifter option attaching machine）

　　　　　　　　　　　　 Loose safety bolt, rupture

　　　　　　　　　　　　【Technical Information 03 Safety Bolt Replacement】
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　Clamp

1　The clamp does not return, and the clamp returning speed is low.
・Check to see if the knife replacement lever is on the cutting side.  
　(Excluding the knife lifter option attaching machine)
・The clamp return timing becomes slow by the designated time on the page in
　which the clamp timer (clamp up timing　delay) was set.
・ If the knife comes to a halt in the course of lowering and　the clamp hold circuit
　is actuated, the clamp will hold the　position at that time.  By pressing the knife
　cutting buttons panel　reset button or the main motor stop button, the error will
　be reset.
・ In other cases, the clamp mechanism unit fails. Apply oil to the clamp

mechanism.

 The clamp is always being pulled upwards by the pull up　spring.
Never approach the clamp work-space envelope in　case of
sudden motion.

　Where the faulty place is not known and no restoration is possible, turn the
machine power switch OFF, and after taking safety measures such that the
unauthorized person is　kept away from the machine, contact our service section or
local service center.

2　The clamp does not lower when the clamp pedal is worked,and the speed is
low.
･ Check to see if the main motor is started up.
･ Check to see if the hydraulic oil level is proper.
･ Check to see if the knife replacement lever is on the　cutting side.（excluding
   the knife lifter option attaching machine）
･ Only when the numerical value indicating the present backgauge position is
　displayed on the backgauge display unit of display panel, the clamp can be
　  operated.  Press the START button.
･ Check to see if the set value for soft clamp adjustment（Soft Clamp on page
   13）is not too low.
･ Ensure that the hydraulic controller power inside Box 1 is "ON".
･ Apply oil to the clamp mechanism unit.

　Apply oil to the clamp mechanism unit. Where the faulty place is not known and
no restoration is possible, turn the machine power switch OFF, and after taking
safety measures such that the unauthorized person is kept away from the machine,
contact our service section or localservice center.
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3　The clamp pressure during cutting operation is abnormal.
・ Adjust the clamp pressure adjust knob and clamp pressure level selector
 switch.  Where the set value on the operation panel is not obtained in the
 specific course, check the pressure set value by "clamp pressure setting"
 operation in the corresponding course. This pressure set value takes
 precedence over that set by the pressure adjust knob. 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

               ＜Refer to "Clamp Pressure Setting" in the instruction manual＞

・ Check the hydraulic oil amount and contamination.  Changing hydraulic oil
 once per year is recommendable. Shortly after the hydraulic oil was changed,
 clamp operation may become unstable due to air mixed in the hydraulic circuit
 when oil is extracted.  In this case, with the main motor started approx. 10
 minutes, store it, then carry out test cutting and ensure that the clamp is in
 normal operation before starting operation.

　　Where the faulty place is not known and no restoration is possible, turn the
  machine power switch OFF, and after taking safety measures such that the
  unauthorized person  is kept away from the machine, contact our service section
  or local service center.

4　Pressure Setting Reference Data

Pressure sensitive paper      400kg  Max.

Intermediate quality paper　　 2000kg

Wood free paper　　　　　   2000kg

Coat paper                  2000kg

Art paper                    2000kg

Cellophane                  3000kg

Glassine paper               3000kg

Board paper                 3000kg

 To control the changes in product precision after cutting due to the amount (height) of
a product cut once or the area of a product coming into contact with the clamp as much
as possible, there is a need to be always conscious of the optimum pressure.
 When pressure sensitive paper is cut, it is possible to reduce coloring if a magnet
rubber (optionally available) is attached to the clamp rear surface. Also, there is a
method of cutting intermediate quality paper by placing wood free paper thereon.
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　Knife Drive

1　The knife and clamp do not work.
　　Knife operation is started up by pressing the Knife button. It is assumed that the
  preparations for fetching the Knife button pressing signal are not made or the Knife
  button pressing signal was fetched but the system failed in subsequent processing.

･ If the numerical value indicating the present backgauge position is not
displayed on the backgauge display unit of the display panel, both clamp and
knife do not operate.  Press the START button for backgauge display.
･ When "Err 05" is displayed on the display panel, both clamp and knife do not
operate.
･ Check to see if the knife supporting bolt (excluding the knife lifter option
attaching machine) is not loose.
･ Visually check the safety bolt.

                          【Technical Information 03 Safety Bolt Replacement】

　　　　　　Do not insert your hand into the machine interior.

　　　Where looseness or damage is found, adjustments or replacement by our
representative is required.

･ Where the page and data now on the display in the semi-automatic and full-
automatic modes are in the proper protrusion/arrangement mode, the clamp and
knife do not operate.
･Ensure that the green LED of the unit (receiver and projection unit) on the
safety beam guard right side lights up.  If it goes out, clean the right-side unit
(receiver) and left-side unit(projector).

 Where the faulty place is not known and no restoration is possible, turn the
machine power switch OFF, and after taking safety measures such that the
unauthorized person is kept away from the machine, contact our representative.

2　The knife does not operate.
   Where the clamp operates when the Cutting buttons was depressed without
working the clamp pedal but the knife does not operate, it follows that the knife
circuit fails, such as a defective fuse inside the clutch power unit.  Check to see if
the operation mode at that time is semi-automatic or full-automatic, and the air
bleeding function is not set on the displayed page.  In this air blow function, the
knife does not operate.

  Stop machine operation, turn the machine power switch "OFF", and taking safety
measures such that the unauthorized person is kept away from the machine,
contact our representative.                    【Technical Information 01 Fuse】
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3　The knife stops halfway.
  The knife drive circuit started up by the Cutting buttons is held until one cycle is
completed, but this was interrupted for some cause.  Except the causes
attributable to power supply, the safety circuit (Clamp Hold Circuit on page 13) for
holding the clamp in the as-is position is actuated.
  Where the knife is present in the product when the knife stopped halfway for any
cause, move the knife up to the uppermost part once ("The knife is operated
manually." on page 12), and after checking the process, start operation after
restoration.

                There is a possibility that the knife is stopping in the
position where the knife edge is lower than the clamp
lower surface due to sudden power cutoff. Give utmost
care to the knife edge.

　　Cause of halfway stop of knife

　　　・Knife circuit cutoff due to power-OFF
 Where the machine power is turned OFF when the knife started up by
pressing the Cutting buttons stopped halfway or where momentary power
interruption is considered to have occurred,it is necessary to examine the
power supply and other related parts.       ("Power Supply" on page 1)

      〈Procedure for operation re-start when the trouble was removed and the

     power supply was restored〉
　　　Where a product is present in the machine

（1） Press the STOP key on the operation panel.

（2） Return the knife up to the uppermost part with a spanner.

           ("The knife is operated manually" on page 12)

（3） Eliminate the product in the machine.

（4） After manual display of the backgauge ("Manual Backgauge    

   Display" on page 13), check the process to re-start operation.

　　　　Where no product is present in the machine

（1） Press the STOP key on the operation panel.

（2） Start the main motor and depress the clamp pedal.

（3） When the clamp has come into contact with the surface plate,

   press the Cutting buttons to reset the knife to the uppermost part.

（4） After manual display of the backgauge ("Manual Backgauge Display"

on page 13), re-start operation work.

＜ ＞
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・ Insufficient holding time for cutting buttons ON-state (This is no failure.)
 Maintain the ON-state for the cutting buttons until the machine finishes

cutting the product.  If the cutting buttons is released halfway, the knife will

come to a halt.

 At this time, the clamp hold circuit ("Clamp Hold Circuit" on page 12) is

actuated, and the clamp holds its position.

 After resetting the knife to the uppermost part with the manual handle

("The knife is operated manually." on page 12), re-arrange the products

properly and re-start operation.

・ Loose knife supporting bolt
 By removing the knife supporting bolt, "Err 05" is displayed on the display
panel, and the knife circuit is interrupted.
 However, for micro looseness, "Err" is not displayed.  If the knife is started
up in this condition, "Err" may be detected momentarily during operation due
to machine vibration, etc., thereby stopping knife operation.  (At this time,
the clamp hold circuit ("Clamp Hold Circuit" on page 13) is actuated.)
 Check the knife supporting bolt and re-tighten it.
Where no product is present in the machine, reset the knife up to the
uppermost part with the Cutting buttons with the clamp pedal depressed.
Also, where a product is present in the machine, reset the knife to the
uppermost part with the manual handle ("The knife is operated manually." on
page 12) to re-arrange the products properly.
 Check the process to re-start operation.

・ Loose safety bolt
 If looseness is present in the safety bolt, the limit switch will detect its
looseness, interrupting the knife circuit.  At this time, "Err 05" is displayed
on the display panel, and the clamp hold circuit ("Clamp Hold Circuit" on
page 13) is actuated.
 Open the knife height adjusting window to check the safety bolt visually.
 If the safety bolt is broken, this replacement is required. After taking safety
measures such that the unauthorized person is kept away from the machine,
contact our representative. 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　【Technical Information 03 Safety Bolt Replacement】
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・ Safety beam guard operation
 When the red LED of the unit (receiver & projector) on the safety beam
guard right side goes out, itfollows that the left side (projector) or right side
(receiver) is stained or fails.
 Where the LED does not light up even when the unit is cleaned, turn the
machine power switch OFF, and after taking safety measures such that the
unauthorized person is kept away from the machine, contact our
representative.
 However, even where the forward part of the cut product from the knife
interrupted the optical axis of safety beam guard, the knife comes to an
urgent halt.  This is not a trouble.
 Reset the knife to the uppermost part with a spanner ("The knife is operated
manually." on page 12), and after checking the process of product re-
arrangement, re-start operation.

・ Knife circuit error
 This abnormality results from knife cycle holding circuit malfunctions.  It is
necessary for our representative to diagnose the knife circuit, such as the
knife button switch, relay and shear cable, etc.
 Turn the machine power switch "OFF" and after taking safety measures
such that the unauthorized person is kept away from the machine, contact
our representative.
 Before re-starting operation, reset the knife to the uppermost part with a
spanner ("The knife is operated manually." on page 12), re-arrange the
products properly, then check the process.
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　Backgauge

1　Abnormal noise during backgauge travelling

・Surface plate and comb contact sound

　　　1　 Clean the surface plate and comb tip.

　　　2　 Adjust the gap between the comb and surface plate.

　　　3　 By applying silicone spray onto the surface plate, a favorable effect is

      obtained.

・Poor rotation of slot closing tape guide roller
 Slot closing tape guide roller and roller shaft fouling impedes free rotation of
the roller, thereby leading to abnormal noise generation.  Clean these parts
periodically.

　　・Vibration sound produced by backgauge drive motor itself
 This abnormal noise is caused by mismatching of the motor drive amplifier
adjustment value and mechanical system load.
Adjustment is required.  Contact our service section or our local service
center.

2  The backgauge does not operate.

     ・When the power is turned ON, display the numerical value indicating the
backgauge position on the backgauge display unit of the display panel by
pressing the START key.  The backgauge advance & retract operation is invalid
until it is displayed.

・Where an abnormality was detected in the motor and motor driver receiving the
backgauge operation instructions regardless of the automatic and manual modes,
"Err" is displayed on the display panel.  This error is reset due to 5 minutes or
more power-OFF.  The error information is logged and accumulated.  After
taking safety measures such that the unauthorized person is kept away from the
machine, contact our service section or our local service center.

 As a matter of course, an abnormal load in the mechanism unit is handled as an
error.  Apply oil periodically.
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　Blower

 

 The blower motor is extremely heated. Even after stop as well as during

operation, never touch the blower motor until this temperature lowers.

1　The blower motor cannot be started up.  ("Err 03" is displayed on the display panel.)

The thermal relay for blower motor protection is actuated.

Contact our service section or our local service center.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　【Technical Information 02 Thermal Relay】

2　Insufficient air blow amount

Check the air intake port filter for clogging or the air piping for damage.

3　Air blow/stop control error

 Air blow and stop of the surface plate air nozzle are controlled with the valve

attached between the blower motor blowoff port and surface plate air nozzle.

Where abnormal phenomena are present in operation based on <Instruction

Manual - "Operation Method" "How To Use Air Table">, including no air jetting and

no air stop, it follows that the packing is deteriorated or the valve control circuit is

abnormal.

　　 Contact our service section or our local service center.

4　Abnormal noise

 Abnormal noise is attributable to blower motor internal bearing deterioration or

fan damage and intrusion of foreign matter.  The blower unit must be replaced.

 Turn the power switch "OFF", and contact our representative.
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　Paper Cutting Precision

1　Adjust the backgauge right & left, upper & lower and exact size.
 Paper cutting precision is affected by not only paper cutter performance but paper
quality, paper storage condition, flow pattern, knife edge angle, knife edge
sharpness, clamp pressure, product hardness and knife hardness, etc.

    Follow the instruction manual <Adjustment Method - Backgauge Adjustment> and
<Operation Method - Correction of Errors Between Exact Size and Indicated
Size>.

2  Residual cutting arises.
 Check the knife for cutting quality, nicked edge and the cutting stick, and adjust
the knife balance and knife height.

　Cut Line Adjustment
 Where the cut line is not displayed even when the working lamp switch is
operated, the cut line bulb (24 V 45 W), fuse F4 (5A) and enamel resistor (1 ohm
40 W) are assumed to be faulty.
 To replace the cut line bulb, turn the machine power OFF, remove the cover in the
main body upper part, and turn the bulb 90 degrees counterclockwise while
pushing it in:  the bulb can be detached from the bulb holder.
This spare bulb is provided in the electric box 2.

　Working Lamp Adjustment
 A commercially available fluorescent lamp apparatus is used.
 Replace the glow or lamp according to the symptom of malfunctions with the
machine power "OFF".
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　Clutch Key Switch Operation

1. Open the door of electric box 1 softly to check the clutch key switch position.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　    【Technical Information 01】

2. Turn the power "ON".

3. Select the manual mode.
4. The clutch key switch is in the normal condition in the position in which it is turned

counterclockwise, and it in the ON-state by turning it clockwise.
5. In the clutch key ON-state, the main motor startup switch becomes invalid.

6. 120 seconds after power-ON, no operation is carried out.
7. 120 seconds after main motor stop button operation during main motor operation, no

operation is carried out.
8. By operating the clutch key switch during main motor operation, the main motor

starts stop operation, and in 120 seconds, the clutch is actuated.
9. When the STOP key LED on the operation panel goes out, no operation is carried

out.  Press the STOP key.

　The knife is operated manually

1 Remove the shaft guard cover on the main body right side face and check the
spanner attaching position.

2 Turn the clutch "ON" with the clutch key switch.

3 When the clutch operating sound was heard, attach a spanner and rotate the shaft.

4 Where the knife is stopping before reaching
  the cutting stick, turn the clutch key switch
  clockwise.
   Where the knife is stopping after having
  reached the cutting stick, turn it
  counterclockwise.

5 When the knife went up to the uppermost

part,

  turn the clutch key switch counterclockwise.

6　 Remove the spanner and attach the shaft guard cover.

Shaft
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　Soft Clamp

The clamp pressure when the clamp pedal was depressed can be adjusted.

1　 Select the MN mode.

2 Press the CLMP key.
3 The present pressure set value is displayed on the data display unit of

operation panel.
            0 (Low) to 9 (High)

4　 Adjust the clamp pressure with the keys "+", "-" to define it with the STOR key.

　Clamp Hold Circuit

This circuit is the safety circuit for holding the clamp in the present position as it is
where the knife came to an urgent halt in the course of lowering for some reason.
This abnormal condition is reset by main motor stop or pressing the RESET button on
the cutting buttons panel of the main body.

　Manual Backgauge Display

Normally, by using the START button with power ON, the backgauge display is made,
but the backgauge can also be displayed even according to the following procedure.

1　 Press the STOP key to turn the STOP key LED "ON".
2　 Where the present position of the backgauge is at least 40 cm apart from the

knife, pass it through the position 30 cm apart from the knife with the backgauge
FRONT H key.

3　 Where the present position of the backgauge is 40 cm Max. apart from the
knife, pass it through the position 30 cm apart from the knife with the backgauge
FRONT H key after moving it to the position at least 40 cm apart from the knife
with the backgauge BACK H.

　Counter

The counter counts and stores the frequency of knife operations in memory.
While the key "=" is being depressed, the counts are displayed on the data display unit.
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Technical Information 　　

《This technical data contains maintenance engineering information used by
our representative》

【Technical Information 01】

Fuse Detail Drawing and Clutch Key

   1     F1      5A　   For main power

         F2      5A 　  For 100 V AC circuit

         F4      5A　   For cut line

         F8      3A     For computer unit 10 V power supply

         F9      2A     For computer unit 18 V power supply

   2     F2      5A     For hydraulic solenoid circuit

   3     F1      5A　　 For clutch power supply

   4            5A　　 For 24 V power circuit

 For fuse checking, there are various methods; for example, visually check for
continuity, check it with a tester, and attempt to replace the fuse with a spare one.
The spare fuse is provided inside Electric Box 2.  Prior to use, ensure that the fuse is
of the same size, and the indication of amperage stamped on the fuse edge agrees to
the spare fuse.
 The causes of fuse non-conductive state are as follows.

① Deterioration of fuse itself.
② A trouble occurred in the load-side circuit, and extremely large current flowed.
③ There occurred a larger load than usual due to wear or poor lubrication in the
  mechanical unit.
④ The load possessed by the product to be machined exceeded the machine

capacity.
In the abnormal condition (1) above, if the fuse is replaced, the operation can be
performed.  In the case of (2) to (4) above, however, the operation in such an
abnormal state is dangerous.  When the fuse has become defective, investigate the
cause, including item (1) as well, and take necessary action therefor.

Main body right-side rear

panel BOX1

Main body left-side rear

panel BOX2

1 2 34
Clutch key
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【Technical Information 02】

Thermal Relay Reset

　　　　Cause of thermal relay operation

　　　　　　・When an abnormal load was detected
　　　　　　　　　The thermal relay is actuated due to heat.  After the temperature

decreases, reset the thermal relay.
Locate the cause for loading and take adequate measures therefor.

　　　　　　・When the thermal relay itself failed

　　　　　　　　　 Parts replacement is required.

Blower motor thermal relay
reset button

Main motor thermal relay reset

BOX　2
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【Technical Information 03】

Safety Bolt Replacement

 If excessive load is applied to the knife, looseness or breakage will be caused to the
safety bolt, and the knife comes to a halt urgently.  At this time, "Err 05" is displayed
on the display panel in the RC-100DX to RC-137DX paper cutters (excluding computer
non-loaded SD).
 Explanation is given below of the safety bolt replacement procedure.
 Where the rod is not supporting the knife, safety bolt looseness may fail to be
checked visually.  It is also necessary to make an attempt to tighten the safety bolt
once.

1  Stop main motor operation.  (The power switch remains ON.)
2  Open the knife height adjusting window (right and left doors as viewed from the

front).
Observe the condition of rod 1 and rod 2.  (When observing the interior, give

utmost care to the knife edge or the like.)
3  Ensure that the joint surface of rods 1, 2 separated due to broken safety bolt is in

the parallel state:  it is necessary to judge whether the rods can be jointed without
any gap by machine reversing operation.

4  Rod 2 separated from rod 1 may face laterally or downward, depending on the
condition when the safety bolt was damaged.
The repair work in this case is extremely difficult, and in most cases, parts
replacement becomes necessary.  Where the joint surface of rods 1, 2 is parallel
and these rods seem to be able to be jointed without any gap by machine reversing,
advance to the following step.

5  Turn the clutch ON with the clutch key switch and rotate the shaft with a spanner.  
    ("Clutch Key Switch Operation" on page 12) (The knife is operated manually." on

page 12)
   Rod 1 and rod 2 are approaching gradually to join each other.
6  At this time, attempt to align the rod 1 and rod 2 safety bolt mounting holes with

each other.  
   While ensuring that the both have been joined perfectly, move the knife up to the

uppermost part.
7  Turn the clutch key "OFF".
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8  Remove the spanner and attach the cover.  
   With the spanner attached, never start up the knife.  
   Remove the unrequired spanner immediately.
9  Insert the safety bolt from bottom (rod 2), and attach 2

washers and nuts from top.

［CAUTION］
     2 safety bolts are provided in one rod.  
     Even when either one was broken, replace
    the both in set.  When no spare is available,
    place an order with our company.

10  Ensure that "Err 05" display disappeared.

 This completes the safety bolt replacement work.

Before re-starting operation, it is necessary to locate the cause for which the safety

bolt was broken and take adequate measures therefor.

Rod 1
Rod 2
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